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INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION (ICF)* 

John Nuckolls 
University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

Livertnore, California 94550 

ABSTRACT/INTRODUCTION 

The principal goal of the inertial confinement fusion program is 

the development of a practical Fusion power plant in this century. 

Rapid progress has been made in the four major areas of ICF - targets, 

drivers, fusion experiments, and reactors. High gain targets have 

been designed. Laser, electron beam, and heavy ion accelerator drivers 

appear.to be feasible. Record-breaking thermonuclear conditions have been 

experimentally achieved. Detailed diagnostics of laser implosions have 

confirmed predictions of the LASNEX computer program. Experimental 

facil it ies are being planned and constructed capable of igniting high gain 

fusion microexpiosions in the mid ig80's. A low cost long lifetime 

reactor design has been developed. 

Targets have been designed which have calculated gains of 500-1000 

with 1 HJ/100 TH drivers. 1 This relaxes the 1 GUe fusion reactor driver 

efficiency to 1-2* and the allowed target cost to ~ 60icents." Results 

of thousands of LASNEX simulations of implosion-fusion experiments with 

possible target deslgns.have been used to determine which experiments 

to perform, which drivers to construct, and to find optimum target 

•Research perfometi under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and 
Development Administration under Contract No. U-740S-Eng-48. 

designs. Techniques are being developed for fabrication of targets at 

sufficiently low costs and high rates for fusion reactors. 

In the driver area, several types of lasers, fleavy ion accelerators, 

and relativistic electron beam machines are being developed which may be 

suitable for use in fusion reactors. Contrary to recent assertions, 

focusinc by lasers is feasible from such great distances (~ .100 meters 

to a several irm target) that the perturbation of the optical systen by the 

fusion explosion is negligible. Heavy ion accelerator magnetic focusing 

elements are easily shielded. Progress has been made 1n focusing electron 

beams across the reactor chamber. This multiplicity of driver options 

greatly increases the chances of success for ICF. 

In experiments with multi-terrawatt Nd glass lasers, exploding pusher 

targets have achieved record-breaking thermonuclear conditions, including 
_2 

8 keV ion temperatures, and DT gain «10 . Measurements with an array 

of remarkable diagnostic instruments have recorded the detailed history 

of laser implosions and confirmed predictions of the LASNEX MHD-fusion-transport 

computer code and the ZOHAR plasma simulation code. Experiments are now 

underway to compress DT to 100 times liquid density. Implosion-fusion 

experiments have also been conducted with relativistic electron beam 

machines and magnetically insulated targets. 

Several 10 TH class and at least two TOO TH class drivers will be 

completed in the 1977-1983 time period. Targets are being designed which 

may approach and possibly equal scientific breakeven with (one or more 

of) the 10 TU drivers, and achieve gains of 10-100 with (one or more of) 

tf 
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the 100 TU drivers. Most of these 10-100 TH drivers are Nd glass lasers 
because they are the most advanced, powerful and versatile fusion drivers 
now available. Consequently Nd lasers will play a key role In 
first achieving implosion to high densities, scientific breakeven, and 
high gain fusion microexploslons. 

A relatively low cost reactor design has been developed which solves 
4 

the first wall problems. Complete shielding from cyclical thermal stresses 
and fusion radiation is achieved by a thick wall of falling liquid lithium. 
Experimental power reactors are projected for the late 1980's and 
demonstration power reactors for the late 1990'5. 



at density 10 g/cm In a Fermi degenerate state.* At 1000 g/cm densities, 
thermonuclear burning occurs 1n tens of picoseconds - comparable to 
Inev-tlal confinement times1' for 10 g pellets. 

An implosion driven by a high power beam 1s used to isentroplcally 
compress DT to very high densities. Material ablated from the pellet 
surface drives a spherical implosion rocket. In spherical compression, 
the rate of thermonuclear burn (proportional to the density) Increases 
more rapidly than the Inertial confinement time (proportional to the 
radius) decreases. Consequently spherical implosion to high densities 
makes possible efficient fusion microexplosions. Most of the DT is 
ignited by a thermonuclear burn wave propagated outward from a small 
region surrounding the center of convergence which is driven to thermonuclear 
temperatures. By exploiting propagation and isentropic compression the 
average specific energy required to achieve efficient burn of the DT is 
typically 2 x 10 7 0/g, only ZX of the specific energy at 10 keV. FI5. la. This 
conceptual approach to controlled fusion was developed by the author and 
simulated via computer calculations in 1960-61. 

The performance'potential of ICF targets may be limited by entropy 
changes, fluid instabilities, asymmetries, poor absorption, or poor Implosion 
efficiency.5 Optimum target designs Incorporate methods of controlling these 
processes. 

*The electron degeneracy conditions for DT fuel are p » ZD Z g/cm and 

| j I — - — J « 1 , where e is the DT electron temperature and Cp e r l l r t Is 

the Fermi energy. For p « 1000 g/cm1, E|: e m j ~ 1 keV and 8 < 100 eV. 

•*T1me for the fuel to accelerate from rest to thermal velocities arid 
significantly decompress and cool. 
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and Monte Carlo. Typically the trajectories of a million Individual 
electrons and ions in a smalt region of space are calculated for a short 
time via Newton's laws, Maxwell's equations, and the Lorentz force. 
These calculations show that in absorption of intense laser light there 1s 
density profile steepening, critical surface rippling, formation of bubbles 
and filaments, strong plasma turbulence, polarization and angle dependent 
absorption, fast ion generation, non-Haxwellian electron distributions, 
magnetic fields, and stimulated scattering. Experiments show evidence 
of these effects. The calculated absorption vs. angle and polarization, 
and superthermal electron spectra are shown in Figures 2 and 3 
These predictions have been confirmed experimentally. 

Heavy ion beam energy is absorbed classically by plasma electrons. 
g 

Superthermal electrons are generated by Ion electron collisions. A few 
percent of the beam energy is released via nuclear reactions as neutrons 
and nuclear fragments. The absorption of relativistie electron beams 
in dense targets is complicated by self-generated magnetic and electric 
fields, re flexing phenomena, fast ion generation, and bremsstrahlung 
radiation. Unlike the heavy ions which are very rigid, the electrons are 
strongly scattered. 

Four classes of targets are being designed for ICF experiments and 
applications. 
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and high gain targets. The laser temporal pulse shape may be Gaussian 
and the Illumination may be relatively asymmetric (with some degradation 
In neutron yield). A variety of emissions from the Imploding, target 
mike detailed diagnostics possible. Including x-rays, neutrons, alpha 
particles, ions, and scattered light. 

Extensive LASNEX parameter studies have been made of exploding 
13 pusher targets. Some of these results are shown in Figure 6. 

For each laser power there is a set of target/pulse parameters which give 
14 near maximum neutron yield. The maximum neutron yields vary approximately 

with the power squared. 

In exploding pusher targets driven by REB - relativistlc electron 
beam - machines, magnetic fields have been used to reducs electron 
conduction so that thermonuclear temperatures can be reached with smaller 

15 implosion velocities. - REB driven implosions do not reach as high a 
velocity as laser driven implosions because the focal area is larger and the 
deposition-length Is greater. 

HIGH DENSITY TARGETS: 1 6 The principal differences between the single 
shell high density targets and exploding pusher targets are: the initial 
DT density is increased from 2.S to 10 milligram/cm , the pusher 1s 
made relatively thick compared to its radius (~ 0.3), the outer surface 
Of the pusher is made smooth to 3000 X, and a longer duration two step 
laser pulse 1s used. The two step pulse shape generates a 
more isentropic implosion so that higher densities may be achieved for 
the.same.maximum DT pressure. Figure .7 compares the calculated 
implosion histories 1n pressure-density space of the exploding pusher, 
high density, and high gain targets to the Isentropic Fermi degenerate limit. 
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In general high voltage charged particles are efficiently absorbed. 
For short wavelength lasers, efficient absorption occurs via inverse 
bremsstrahlung 1n intermediate Z absorbers. Efficient implosions are 
achieved with short wavelength lasers because the blowoff velocity is 
well matched to the implosion velocity and relatively lightweight pushers 
and preheat shields may be used. Implosions directly driven by relativistic 
electrons are'inefficient because relatively massive high Z shells must be 
used for preheat shielding. However, if the pulsed power machines are 
used to accelerate ions, the deposition length of these ions is greatly 
reduced and efficient implosion is possible. 

Concerning fluid instabilities, in electron driven implosions 
favorable density gradients are formed which greatly relax the surface 
smoothness requirements. Similar gradients may also be generated in laser 
and Ion implosions by Introducing an energy spread in the beam. Even 
with favorable density gradients relatively thick shells must be used 
\-Q- *• 0.1), in order to avoid extreme surface smoothness requirements 
( « 1000 R). Consequently, any Inert material in the target should have 
as low a density as possible in order to minimize its mass relative to 
that of the DT fuel. Inert mass in the target must be Imploded at nearly 
the same velocity as the DT, so that the target gain will be degraded. 
High Z materials for preheat shielding may be seeded into these low density 
shells. 

Efficient fuel compression depends on pulse shaping and preheat 
suppression In order to achieve a Fermi degenerate state. Figure B 
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freezing out uniform layers. Figure 11; for coating the capsule with a 

diversity of pusher and ablator materials havfng surface finishes better 

than 3000 A; for automatically characterizing the entire outer surface to 

find "Mount Everest," and inspecting the shell Interior to find bubbles''••• 

and other defects; and for mounting the capsule on plastic films so as not 

to Induce disastrous growth of fluid instabilities. Potentially these 

techniques could be used to manufacture targets at sufficiently high 

rates and low costs for fusion reactor applications. For a ton yield 

target the mxlami allowed fabrication cost is - 50 cents, not including 

cost of the tritium which Is regenerated in the lithium blanket. For a 

1 GWe power plant the production rate is four quarter-ton yield targets 

per second. 



population Inverted excited states of atoms and molecules and exploits 
stimulated emission. Heavy ion accelerators store kinetic energy of 
near relatiyistlc, low temperature charged particle beams guided by 
magnetic fields. The required high powers and currents are achieved 
without violating limits imposed by space charge and phase space 
considerations by bunching a beam of heavy ions in a low ionization state 
either in a circular ring or in a linear accelerator. Relativistic electron 
beam machines store energy in large volume, in'gh voltage electrostatic 
fields (Blumleins). 

Using the high gain targets described above, the driver characteristics 
suitable for a 1 GWe fusion power plant are 

ELECTRON BEAM ION BEAM LASER 

ENERGY 2 MJ 1 MJ 1 MJ 

POWER 200 T H " ' " * " ' 100 TW 100 TW 

VOLTAGE/ 
WAVELENGTH 

, < 3 H e V < 30 GeV U 
or 5 MeV P 

< 2 u H 

REP RATE , "•" "/s ' 4/s Vs 
EFFICIENCY • 2X~ ' 2X Z% 

COST ~ $ 1 0 8 : , „ ~ $ 1 0 8 - $ 1 0 8 

Both lasers and heavy ion accelerators have demonstrated a capability of 
focusing across a>5-10 meter reactor- chamber to a few mm size target. 
In fact lasers; can focus to this size target from up to 100 meters using 
meter optics and 1 w wavelength light, so that there is no problem with 



10 TM Nd glass Users ire also scheduled for completion in 1978 at 
Lebedev, the DELPHI!!,22 Figure 11 and the Ufll 35, 2 3 Figure 15. Finally 
the Rochester OMEGA 10 TW glass laser is expected to be completed by 
1980? Figure 16- Targets are being designed which nay approach and 
possibly equal scientific breakeven with the SHIVA laser. However much 
larger lasers are required to demonstrate high oain microexplosions. 
The multl-100 TW Livermore NOVA Nd glass laser is designed to achieve 
this goal by 1985. 2 5 Figure 17. 

The potential performance levels which may be achieved with Nd glass 
lasers have greatly increased to beyond the 100 TW level due to a series 
of important technological advances : computer optimized disc anplifiers 
and staging chains, spatial filters, automatically aligned many beam 
systems, and improved laser glasses and optical components. Consequently 
glass lasers will be the r*)st powerful and versatile fusion drivers for 
the next decade, and will have a lead role in demonstrating the feasibility 
of efficient, high gain fusion microexplosions. Although existing Nd 
glass lasers have too low an efficiency (£ O.U) and too small a rep 
rate for fusion reactor applications, recent innovations may lead to 
sufficient improvements Tn these areas so that these lasers become a 
contender for reactor drivers. 

At los Alamos, a 10 TW C0 2 laser will be completed in 1978 and the HEGLF 
nd 
26a 

26 
100 TW CO, laser in the early 1980*s. Figures IS, 19. Recent experiments and 
theoretical advances have improved the prosoects for CO* as a fusion driver. 
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early-mid eighties. 2 8 Figures 21, 22, 23, 24. 

A recent conference at Brookhaven addressed the feasibility of , 
constructing a heavy ion deiuinstratlon facility, of order 50 TM/100 KJ/10 GeV 
by 1985. Several approaches are being considered including various 
combinations of pulsed linacs, RF linacs, synchrotrons, storage rings, 

29 30 31 
and accumulator rings. ' " Figure 25. 

More radical driver technologies may also be possible - for example 
multiple BB's moving at 2 x 10 cm/s may be used to drive the target 
implosion. These BB's might be accelerated over distances of several 
hundred meters by GU power lasers, or over kilometers by magnetic guns. 

The multiplicity of fusion driver options gr.-atly increases the 
chances of a successful ICF reactor. 



pusher targets were imploded to fusion conditions by a Sandia REB machine, 
and a ball in disc exploding pusher target was imploded to fusion conditions 
with a LASL C0 2 laser. 3 7 Figure 26. 

lrcplosion/fusion experiments with exploding pusher targets have been 
performed at a dozen laboratories throughout the world, using Nd lasers. 

LABORATORY DRIVER POWER 
MAXIMUM 
NEUTRONS 

LEBEDEV -.. Nd laser O.B TH? - 10 7? 

KURCHATOV REB ~ 0.1 TW - 10 6 (DD) 
OSAKA . Nd laser 0.5 TW? ~ 1 0 7 ? 
LEMEIL Nd laser 0.5 TH? - 1 0 7 ? 
RUTHERFORD Nd laser 0.5 TW? ~ 1 0 7 ? 
LIVERHORE Nd laser 3-5 TW ~ 1 0 9 

LOS ALAMOS COg laser , 0.4 TW 105-10^ 
KKSF Nd laser 1 TW - 1 0 8 

ROCHESTER Nd laser 0.5 TH? -10 7? 
SANDIA REB 1 TW ~ 10 6 (DD) 

NRL Nd laser 1 TW 1 

GARCHING I 2 laser 1 TW ? 

Many of these drfvers - and other smaller drivers - have also been 
used to irradiate simple discs or planar targets 1n order to explore 
beam-matter Interactions. In laser experiments measurements have been 
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These diagnostic instruments have also been used to explore in 
detail the operation of laser driven exploding pusher targets. Some of the 
most remarkable results are shown: an x-ray microscope image, an x-ray 
streaking/pinfcole image, and a zone plate image of the thermonuclear alpha 
particles. Figures 31, 32, 33. Again the results confirm predictions of 
the LASNEX computer program, not only as to neutron yield but also implosion 
velocity, DTiion temperature and density, x-ray emission and spectra, and 
laser light absorption and scattering. Figure 34 compares predictions and 
measurements of key parameters of exploding pusher targets. 

The picture that emerges from this remarkable array of measurements 
and the detailed comparison with computer calculations is surprisingly 
good agreement over such a broad range of parameters that the agreement 
cannot be accidental. The successful prediction of these complex 
processes 1s indeed a triumph for the theorists and for computational 
physics. The LASNEX, computer program is a powerful and unprecedented 
breakthrough frefusion research. 

Laser fusion experiments are now underway to implode DT to 100 times 
solid density. New types of diagnostics are being developed to measure 
the OT density. (X-ray microscopes and pinhole cameras have marginal 
spatial resolution.) In particular it appears that radiochemistry 
is one of the best density diagnostics, and that it will play an 
increasingly important role as even higher densities are reached. 

In the R£B driven implosion experiments which have been conducted, 
the diagnostic results are less advanced. It has not been demonstrated 



REACTORS 

Fusion explosions of 0.1-1 ton yield will generate cyclic pressure 
and temperature stresses and also plasma and x-ray damage of the first 
wall, and neutron damage of the first wall and the structure beyond. 
Figure 35. Adequate experimental data on degradation of first wall 
lifetime by these effects do not exist. Consequently It Is a major 
technological challenge to design a first wall and reactor which costs 
~ ilO S (for 1 GWe) and which has a lifetime equal to that of the power 
plant (30 years). However during the past year a reactor design has been 
developed which solves these potentially critical problems. The key iiiea 
Is a continuously renewable first wall of liquid lithium sufficiently thick 
to attenuate the neutron flux as much as necessary to protect the underlying 
structural materials. Shielding Is also provided by the falling lithium -
which 1s separated from the wall by a gap - from the transient x-ray, 
blast, and thermal effects. The lithium is so massive, and the impulse 
generated by the low mass fusion pellet so small, that the reactor structure 
is essentially completely shielded from explosive effects. Figure 36. 

Calculations show that laser light may be propagated through the 
lithium vapor In equilibrium with the liquid at reactor temperatures and 
thit the energy required to pump the lithium 1s not excessive. 

Computer codes are being developed to calculate the propagation of 
charged particle beams through this vapor. Based on calculations and 
experiments with electron beams it is believed that propagation is feasible 



SUMMARY 

The development logic, milestones, and projected time scales for 
ICF are summarized In Figure 37. While a number of reactor driver options 
are developed In parallel, Nd glass lasers are used to demonstrate the 
feasibility of high gain fusion microexploslons by the mid-1980's. 
The best driver options are then selected to make an experimental reactor 
by 1990, and finally to build a demonstration reactor by the end of this 
century. 
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FUSION CONCEPTS/TARGETS 

The efficiency of thermonuclear burn, «, is related to the density, 
n, time T, and Maxwell velocity averaged reaction rate, ov, by 

where the (1 - * ) * factor corrects for fuel depletion. For the most 
reactive thermonuclear fuel, DT (deuterium-tritium), ov increases very 
rapidly with 1on temperature and peaks at temperatures of ~ 30-100 keV. 
Typical ignition temperatures are 5-10 keV. The quality of thermonuclear 
burn In various inertial and magnetic fusion rachines may be represented 
on a plot of nt, the Uwson number, vs. 0, the DT ion temperature, F.igure 
one. Contours of constant DT gain may then be constructed (DT gain 
_ fusion energy . 
" DT thermal energy'-

Both the magnetic and the inertial approaches must achieve thermonuclear 
temperatures and sufficiently great nt. However in magnetic fusion machines 
n is relatively small and is limited by the properties of mater'als, so 
that the objective is to maximize T; whereas ?'t inertial fusion machines T 
is relatively small and is limited by the iner-ia of matter, so that the 
objective is to maximize n. The feasibility cf inertial fusion rests on 
the fact that compression of DT to thousands c* times solid density is 
energetically cheap compared to heating of 0T -o ignition temperatures; 
the specific energy of DT is 10 joules/gram at 10 keV temperature, and also 
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• Entropy changes - controlled by pulse shaping, beam 

wavelength or voltage and Z, and electron and x-ray preheat 

suppression and shields. 

• Fluid instabilities - controlled by surface smoothness, shell 

thickness, and density gradients. 

• Asymmetries - controlled by multiple beams, complex focusing 

systems, electron conduction smoothing in a ION density 

atmosphere, and shinning. 

• Absorption - controlled by beam wavelength or voltage and Z, 

absorber Z, focused Intensity, and density gradients. 

• Implosion efficiency - controlled by beam wavelength or voltage 

and Z, focused intensity, absorber Z, and relative pusher mass. 

A highly sophisticated computer program, LASNEX, has been developed 

to calculate ICF experiments, implosions, and fusion mlcroexploslons. 

LASNEX is a Lagrangian f inite difference code which calculates the space 

time evolution of an axially symmetric plasma containing thermal electrons 

and ions, superthermal electrons, x-rays, thermonuclear reaction products , 

and the associated electric and magnetic fields. The plasma may be driven 

by a laser, electron, or ion beam. The beam generates a multigroup 

electron distribution. The x-ray and thermonuclear reaction product physics 

is also miltlgroup. Transport is flux limited diffusion. 

Non-linear plasma processes in LASNEX are calculated with approximations 

to results of parameter studies with plasma simulation codes. At Llvermore, 

the principal plasma code is ZOHAR, which is two dimensional, relatlvistlc. 



• Targets which implode DT fuel to thermonuclear temperatures 

at normal densities. These targets have been tested in laser 

and electron beam experiments. 

. Targets designed to compress DT to high densities (~100 times 

liquid density). 

• Targets designed to achieve scientific breakeven (fusion energy, 

equals laser energy, gain * 1) . 

• Targets designed to achieve high gains (up to 1000)! 

Examples of these four classes of targets are shown in Figure Four. 

THERMONUCLEAR TARGETS: These targets which util ize the exploding pusher 

principle were invented at Livermore in 1370 for use in init ial experiments. 

The simplest exploding pusher target consists of a spherical hollow glass 

microsphere f i l led with low density DT gas and mounted on a stalk. '-Typical 

microsphere parameters are 80 urn diameter, 1 um wall thickness, and 
3 2 mg/cm DT density. Many variations have been developed including those 

in which the microsphere fusion capsule is enclosed in foam or mounted with -" 

a glass or plastic sheet. ' 

Exploding pusher targets are particularly well suited to early ICF 

implosion experiments. Because the pusher (glass shell) is suddenly 

heated and exploded by a short duration (£ 100 ps) high power pulse, 

the implosion is relatively insensitive to preheat by super-thermal electrons 

and x-rays and fluid instabilities grow relativelyslowly. Figures shows 

calculations of the characteristic decrease of the exploding pusher 

density during implosion and for comparison the behavior of high density 
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Fluid instabilities are sufficiently controlled by the 3000 A surface 
smoothness and use of a relatively thick pusher. This pusher also reduces 
preheat. 

The high density target performance may be improved by adding a 
second outer concentric pusher. This outer pusher enhances preheat 
sheilding and increases the implosion velocity upon collision with the 
inner pusher. 

SCIENTIFIC BREAKEVEN TARGETS: Double shell targets are the most 
promising candidates for achieving scientific breakeven with 10-100 TH 
drivers. The principal differences between these double shell targets and 
those being used to achieve high densities is that the Inner pusher is made 
of high density, high Z materials, the surface of this pusher is smooth 
to better than 1000 K, and the fuel is a cryogenic liquid or a frozen 
shell. The OT fuel is Imploded to densities of'- 1000 g/cm3, and to 
temperatures > 10 keV. Although the symmetry requirements are extreme 
[velocities must be uniform to - It) gas between the Inner and outer 
pushers is compressed and heated to temperatures of several hundred eV, 
and additional smoothing occurs due to electron conduction in this gas. 
A two step shape Is required, similar to that used for high density 
targets. 

HIGH GAIN TARGETS: ' In order to achieve maximum gains, the driver 
energy must be used very efficiently. Ideally, all the energy should be 
absorbed, and a target consisting entirely of fuel should be imploded and 

burned efficiently. 
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compares the pulse shapes required to implode single shell thermonuclear 
(exploding pusher), high density, and high gain targets. However, for 
single .'shell hollow targets it is not possible to simultaneously achieve 
maximum efficiency compression and ignition. If the pulse shape is varied 
to put the inner edge of the shell on a drastically different isentrope 
than the outside, then the inside will implode and ignite prematurely. If 
the inner edge is shocked to a higher adiabat late in the implosion, then 
much higher driver powers are required. Consequently, much higher gains 
can be achieved at low power if an ignitor capsule is positioned at the 
implosion center. The fusion energy from th1e Ignitor 1s then used to 
ignite the fuel in the outer shell. Since the ignitor mass is so small 
compared to that of the outer shell, the ignitor pusher may be high density. 
This target Is very similar to that to be used for scientific breakeven. 
The principal difference is the second fuel region on the inside surface 
of the outer pusher. Calculations predict that with 1 tW/100 TH drivers* 
gains of 1000 may be achieved with central ignitor target designs and 
gains of * 300 with single shell designs. 

The strategy for progressing across the nt, e. space in Figure 1, 
with this series of targets and a sequence of increasingly powerful 
Nd glass lasers is shown in Figure 9. 

19 Significant progress has been made in fabricating ICF targets. 
Techniques have been developed for manufacturing glass microspheres with 
droplet generators and drop towers having ca-efully controlled temperature 
gradients, Figure ID; for filling these microspheres with DT gas and 
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FUSION DRIVERS 
7 8 Energy densities of 10 -10 0/g are required to drive microlmploslons 

to the density and temperature conditions of efficient thermonuclear burn. 
These enargy densities are more than 10 3 fold higher than those generated 
by chemical reactions. The bond energies corresponding to ordinary solids 
and phase changes are orders of magnitude smaller than those corresponding 
to matter at thousands of times ordinary solid densities. These super 
energy densities may be generated by absorption of high power photon or 
charged particle beams focused to high Intensities, providing the 
absorption length Is sufficiently short. Driver damage by the 0.1-1 ton 
fusion explosion In a reactor 1s avoided by focusing the beam across a 
distance of 5-10 meters from the reactor wall to the target, typically 
several ran 1n diameter. In order to avoid preheating of the target by 
the beam, and by the superthermal electrons and x-rays generated by 
absorption of the beam - which would preclude efficient, isentropic 
compression.- the wavelength or voltage of the beam Is limited. The 
efficiency of the driver 1s high enough - a few percent so that substantial 
net energy is generated by the reactor. 

The three leading driver candidates for inertiii fusion reactors 
are lasers, heavy Ion accelerators, and relatlvlstic electron beam Mchlnes. 
In each of these drivers, energy is stored In a »»latively large volume 
at a density small compared to chemical energy densities, but 1n a low. 
entropy state. This energy 1s suddenly released in a bean or wave moving 
at or near the velocity of light. The laser stores radiation energy 1n 
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damaging the focusing optics or jarring it out of alignment. Complete 
shielding of the heavy ion magnetic focusing system 1s feasible. Progress 
is being made In the focusing of relatlvistic electron beams and light 
Ions generated by REB machines. 

A dozen cr so 0.1-1 TH fusion drivers - Including Nd lasers, CO, lasers, 
lj lasers, and REB machines - are being used to conduct fusion experiments 
at Laboratories throughout the world. The most powerful driver now being 
used for fusion experiments is the Livermore ARGUS 2 beam, 20 cm aperture, 
Nd glass laser. 2 0 Figure 12.This laser has focused S TH of power on 
targets. Two oscillators are used, one capable of providing pulses as 
short as 25 ps and another capable of producing pulses from 120 ps to 2 
nanoseconds. This second super stable oscillator is used in conjunction 
with an interferometrlc pulse stacker to produce a two step pulse shape. 
The two laser chains contain a series of rod and disk amplifiers 
sequentially spatially filtered in vacuum to remove high frequency noise 
generated by small scale beam breakup due to the propagation of an intense 
laser beam. The ARGUS system is mounted on a 70 meter long, 12 rater wide, 
1 meter deep concrete slab which is in turn supported by 96 columns - the 
world's largest optical table. The Irradiation optics are two diffraction 
limited f/1 lenses. 

A series of increasingly powerful drivers will be completed in the 
1977-85 time period. The first of these, the Livermore Nd glass SHIVA 
laser, will achieve powers up to 30 TH in 1978.21 Figure 13. Two Soviet 
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However the decisive experiments will be those with high density and high 
gain targets. Even if the outcome of these experiments is negative for 
C0 2 compared to shorter wavelength lasers, it is still possible that comple; 
and ingenious target designs will be successful. Based on our 
present understanding and target designs, I have estimated tl:e 
probabilities of achieving various target performance levels with the 
Livermore Nd lasers and the Los Alamos C0 ? lasers. These results are 
shown in Figure 20. Largely because 10 urn C0 ? light generates three times 
hotter electrons with 10 fold greater range than does 1 urn Nd light in 
the intensity range of interest (< 10 w/cm ), I believe that the SHIVA 
and HEGLF lasers have comparable chances of reaching scientific breakeven. 
However if positive results are achieved in the critical CO- experiments, or 
if coupling difficulties are made tolerable by new target designs, then 
CO., will be a prime contender to drive fusion reactors, since it has a 
sufficiently high efficiency and rep rate. 

Because of uncertainties in the utility of Nd and CO- lasers for 
reactor applications, other shorter wavelength lasers are being developed.2' 
A number of promising candidates have been identlfltd. A particularly 
attractive example is krypton-fluoride because of its short wavelength 
(< Q.3 urn), and adequate efficiency (> 3X). It Is expected that > 
10-100 TW laser using one of these candidates may be constructed by 1SB5. 

More powerful REB machines are also under construction:; the Sandia 
PROTO II, 10 TH, 1978, and EBFA M I , 40-100 TW, eerly-mid ISSO's 2 8: and 
the Soviet Xiircbatov ANGARA series of machines, reathlno SO TW by the 
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FUSION EXPERIMENTS 

Many of the basic Inertlal fusion concepts have been experimentally 
demonstrated 

1945 Implosion, inertial confinement (fission explosions) 
1952 Thermonuclear explosion 
1968 Laser induced fusion 
1974 Fusion via laser driven implosion 
1975 Thermonuclear burn via laser implosion 
1976 Fusion via REB driven implosion 

The simple glass microsphere exploding pusher targets first yielded 
DT neutrons 1n tests at KHSF in Hay 1974. A two beam confocal ellipse 
illumination system was used in these experiments. Advanced exploding 
pusher targets first generated detectable neutrons 1n single beams. 

33 
JANUS laser experiments performed at LLL in December 1974. The first 
experimental demonstration of thermon"clear fusion in a laser Implosion 

34 was achieved with advanced two beam targets at ILL in May 1975. An v/1 
lens Illumination system was used in these experiments. In September 1976 
ARGUS two beam experiments, advanced two beam targets achieved record-breaking 
thermonuclear conditions for all laboratory fusion machines, including 8 keV 
ion temperatures, 10 cm s Lawson numbers and 10" DT gains (fusion 
energy/DT thermal energy). Figure one.The first successful REB 
implosion/fusion experiment was achieved at Kurchatov In Spring 1976 using 
a conical target. In early 1977 spherical magnetically Insulated exploding 
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made of the variation of absorption with angle, polarization, intensity, 

pulse length, spot size, and target material and thickness. In addition, 

the x-ray emission has been resolved.spatially, temporally, and in 

frequency including line widths and intensities; the density gradients 

have been measured; and the angular distribution and frequency shift of 

scattered l ight, and generation of fast Ions, electrons, and magnetic 
38 fields, have been diagnosed. 

An extensive array of diagnostic Instruments, including several 

newly developed have been used to diagnose these experiments and also 

fusion-implosion experiments. These advanced diagnostics Include 

optical and x-ray streaking caneras, x-ray microscopes, combined x-ray 

plnhole-streaklng cameras, UV holographic interferometers, time resolved 

multi-channel x-ray spectrometers, zone plate coded x-ray imaging, alpha 

particle pinhole cameras, alpha particle zone plate imaging, and high 

resolution optical spectrometers. Figure 27. Resolution of these insttuments 

is as high as a few ps for the optical streaking camera and 10 ps for the x-ray 

streaking camera, a few microns for the x-ray microscope, an angstrom* for 

the x-ray Hne spectrometer, 10 ps/10 pm for the combined x-ray 

pinhole/streaklng camera, and 500 ps/200 eV for the time resolved x-ray spectra. 

The results of these laser-matter experiments have In general 

confirmed the predictions of the plasma simulation codes. For example 

Figure 28 compares the measured and predicted absorption vs. angle and 

polarization. Figure 29 shows the calculated and predicted x-ray spectra. 

Figure 30 shows the radiation pressure steepened density profile. 

•wavelength 
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that the fusion is thermonuclear. However there is some evidence for 
enhanced absorption, presumably by reflexlng in self-generated magnetic 
or electrostatic fields. 

Ion driven implosion experiments have not been conducted 
because sufficiently powerful drivers do not yet exist. 



for both heavy 1ons and electrons. Because the vapor density Is so high 
this reactor design Is not suitable for magnetic fusion systems. 

The economics of 1CF power plants are favorable. Cost estimates 
for most driver options, the targets, and the reactor total « $10 for a 
1 GWe plant. Some heavy Ion accelerators have already demonstrated a 
highly reliable long lifetime capability. With intensive development 
other driver options could achieve these characteristics. A principal 
factor in the cost of fission LWR's is related to the long delays associated 
with siting, environmental considerations, etc. It is believed that this 
factor could be substantially reduced for fusion reactors. 

Compared to other inexhaustibles, ICF fusion has more than.a factor 
of two cost advantage over solar, many order of magnitude cleanliness 
and safety advantage over breeders, and potential technological and 
cost advantages over magnetic (because of the lithium fall reactor option). 
Coal is not Inexhaustible, and sustained high level consumption may trigger 
unacceptable changes 1n the earth's climate. 
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